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EPTEMBER 1944, an Allied Airborne Army descended on Northern
Europe, bravely fighting to seize vital
crossings over key rivers, canals, and
obstacles strewn from the Belgian
border through the Netherlands, to a key crossing at Arnhem. Simultaneously to the landings,
British 30 Corps launched an armour wedge
through the German front line down a single
road to link up with each of the Airborne divisions and in turn crossing each of the riverine
obstacles. If successful, Operation MARKET
GARDEN would bypass Germany's defences
and enable the Allies to advance directly into
the heartland. However, in warfare the enemy

gets a vote; the Wehrmacht fought tenaciously,
and they managed to inflict significant delays
on the advance. As a result, a particular stretch
of the road between Nijmegen and Eindhoven
was nicknamed "Hell's Highway".
During the operation, the German
for ces managed to attack what was 30 Corps'
rear area. They broke through a stretched rear
area security force from the 101st Airborne Division, severing the sustainment lifeline upon
which the Corps' advance relied. Logistic convoys moving up the highway found themselves
under fire from German tank destroyers whilst
still behind the forward line of troops. British
logistics convoys had to rely on a U.S. Airborne

Division which lacked tactical mobility to protect them. To complicate things, the route was
so important that movement along it was controlled at army level!
IT IS THIS COMPLEX environment in which
corps rear operations normally take place. But
how do the forces collaborate and cooperate?
How do they support each other with fire support or casualty extraction? And how do they
coordinate their actions to ensure the vital supplies get through?
During the Korean War, the North Korean People's Army (NKPA) was advancing in
strength against a hastily built UN Force and
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“The balance of
securing a corps'
rear area to allow
freedom of action
is key.”

generating a huge number of displaced persons flowing through the battle area and into
the corps' rear area. These people, moving
down an underdeveloped road network, were
further channeled by the mountainous terrain. This slowed military movement and even
blocked some routes completely. This mass
of people had a bigger impact in slowing UN
movement than direct enemy action.
The NKPA sought to capitalise on the
displaced people and forced them down routes
towards the UN Forces, seeking to push them
through the Allied defensive line into the corps'
rear areas. This made it difficult for the UN to
concentrate against any following North Korean
attacks for fear of injuring civilians and congested the UN supply lines with many tired and
hungry people seeking food, shelter, and safety.
To sew further confusion, the NKPA infiltrated disguised soldiers with the refugees.
Once in the rear area, they dispersed and attacked undefended targets of opportunity, and
thereby, spread greater confusion. The UN
Corps wanted to focus their efforts on fighting
the NKPA, however, without the freedom of
movement in their rear area they were unable
to fight where and how they chose.
Rear operations in Korea were thus actions which the corps did not want to get involved in, but was forced to do so, to retain its
freedom of action for the close fight. So, how
did they move the displaced people? What
measures did they take to free their routes
from congestion? And with what forces did
they do this without affecting the close battle?
As with MARKET GARDEN, this is another
example where the corps' command structure
had to address problems in the rear area or risk
losing combat power from their front line.

In the 19th century, the French Corps
D'armee dispersed across Spain to allow them to
live off the land. This often meant that they were
unable to concentrate enough force in a decisive
battle against Wellington's multinational command. The French also suffered when they did
come together as Spanish partisan forces attacked frequently, destroying supply lines and
drawing ever greater numbers of the French
away from the hunt for Wellington and tying
them down with rear area security. Although
a significant French force was deployed in the
peninsular, many were fixed defending key locations or routes, without which they found
themselves unable to manoeuvre.
The balance of securing a corps' rear
area to allow freedom of action is key; when
too much combat power is committed, the
close battle must be fought with only a portion
of one's forces, as in Spain. When too little, the
impact on logistic activity in the rear area will
limit the corps' ability to reach the close battle.
So, how do we avoid over-committing forces
to the rear area? How do we maintain the flow
of supply, even when the lines of communica-

tion are extensive, and how will it impact the
corps' operational reach if we ignore rear area
security altogether? Spain is a good example
of how a corps can lose not just battles, but a
campaign, if it fails to take responsibility for its
rear operations.
The above examples clearly describe the
requirement for a corps to take responsibility
for its own rear operations. However, taking
responsibility for rear operations is not synonymous with establishing a separate rear command post. Why, therefore, does a rear command post need to exist at all? In other words,
why can't a main headquarters take on rear
operations? To answer this, we look at the three
examples above.

• On Hell's Highway in 1944, the Commander of 30 Corps was fixed on the close
fight to cross the Waal in Nijmegen, while the
deep fight to establish a linkup with the 1st
British Airborne Division in Arnhem was vital. Small low-level company sized attacks in
the corps' rear area against the highway were
of little significance in comparison. The eye of
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the commander was focused firmly on the decisive action of the operation. Anything which
draws focus away weakens the critical pathway
through an operation to success.
Rear operations, by their nature, are supporting operations (U.S. doctrine refers to the
rear area as a support area), and thus "not important enough" to warrant the commander's
effort unless they go wrong. To a rear command
post, lines of communication are everything;
and security of the routes, logistic forces and
their movements are of the highest priority. A
rear command post can focus on the minutiae
of rear operations when warfighting at scale,
so that the corps commander doesn't have to.
Responsibility for rear operations is thus given
the appropriate focus without drawing a primary resource, the commander, away from the
main effort. In 1944, the cumulative impact
that the German Army had in delaying and
disrupting 30 Corps' lines of communication
became one of the key factors in the overall
failure of the operation.

• In Korea, during major warfighting, refugees were not the focus of the commander

seeking to manoeuvre in contact with the enemy. The commander at the time was fighting
a challenging and tenacious withdrawal, which
left dealing patiently with civilians a luxury he
could not afford. Stabilisation operations, as we
know them today, are not part of warfighting.
On the contrary, they are the phases following a
major conflict. This may work in the short-term
and in the close fight, where survival is paramount. However, at some point, the corps' rear
area changes its character.
Warfighting has existed for a long time,
while stabilisation is a relatively new concept. A
corps can be undermined by the way it acts in
the rear area just as swiftly as the way it fights
in the close. If a corps fails to establish a better
status quo for the populace it has been fighting
for, it may well find its support begin to wane on
the home front. Consideration for the long term
must be given, and must be addressed, whilst
the fight is ongoing, and a rear commander can
do just that. A rear commander cares about the
long-term campaign and is disconnected from
the close battle. This makes it possible for the
corps to influence the campaign and address
the long-term consequences, whilst the war is

still being fought. In doing so, the commander
is free to tie battles into campaign success without losing the people. Long-term consequences
matter, and decisions need to be addressed at
the appropriate level.

• In the Spanish peninsular war, no

matter how effective or large the French forces
were, the Spanish guerrillas managed to disrupt
French lines of communication. Ultimately, this
forced them to commit more and more combat
power into securing their rear, which drew them
away from battle with Wellington. By their very
nature, lines of communication are vast and
cannot be totally secured in any strength without completely surrendering a force's ability to
manoeuvre. Yet the dilemma the French found
themselves in was that by not allocating forces
to their rear area they lost increasing amounts
of vital logistics.
The balance of security forces allocated
to the corps' rear area reduces risk and preserves combat power within the fighting echelon. Manoeuvring successfully a small combat force such that it can neutralise threats to
a corps' lines of communication is the critical
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"If a NATO Corps is to remain competitive on
the contemporary multi-domain battlefield, a
rear command post is critical for success."
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support for the corps both on the ground and
at home. The vital element for the rear command post is to preserve the corps' freedom of
action. However, it does more than just that; it
takes full responsibility for extending the operational reach, whilst preserving physical and
moral "freedom of action" for the corps.
To sum up and answer to the titular
question of why we need a rear command post,
having one allows the commander to focus on
the decisive battle, whilst preparing the ground
for long-term success - corps headquarters
are designed to fight to win. A rear command
post takes the important work of collaborating
and cooperating with all actors in the rear area
away from the commander and ensures that
friction in the rear never impacts the close and
deep. If a NATO corps is to remain competitive
on the contemporary multi-domain battlefield,
a rear command post is critical for success. 

role of a rear command post. Moreover, the
rear command post is able to understand the
corps scheme of manoeuvre, and identify the
critical vulnerabilities located in the rear area.
In turn, they are able to prioritise security capability such that a small combat force protects the elements which if lost today will limit
freedom of action several days in advance. In
Spain, the French were simply unable to balance their rear security, and as a result denuded their fighting force to secure their rear.
THESE THREE EXAMPLES highlight just
some of the plethora of issues that can and do
arise when managing rear operations at the
corps level. Not all issues arise simultaneously,
and not all issues have the same impact on a
corps' operations. However, failure to act affects the corps' freedom of action, either physically or morally. Physically, failure to secure
lines of communication reduces the flow of
supplies forwards to the divisions and limits
their ability to sustain the fights they wish to
have. Morally, failure to act where the civilian
populace is under threat can ruin reputation,
credibility and dialogue, while undermining
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